Landscape drawings which are complete in themselves and not made as studies for paintings are a pleasant, if minor, form of art. This is especially so when one of the eighteenthcentury Venetians like Guardi or Canaletto was the draftsman. In 1937 the Museum acquired nineteen Guardis, but until recently had none of the rarer and highly prized Canaletto landscapes. The sheet here illustrated is doubly interesting in having a finished drawing of an imaginary scene on one side and on the other a preparatory drawing in pencil of an actual canal worked out in extraordinary detail.
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The name Capriccio is given in Italy to artistic fantasies in architecture and landscape. In the drawing above Canaletto has composed a scene of mild activity among canal barges beside a workman's vine-draped house and a battered church. In the distance at the left a stone bridge connects two free-standing columns on the mainland with a small castle. The outlines are drawn with pen and bister ink and shaded in with washes of India ink, the gray making an effective contrast to the brown ink. Under some of the ink lines are structural guiding lines drawn lightly in pencil.
A good many of Canaletto's drawings have this pencil groundwork, but it is rare to find a sketch done only in pencil and so completely laid out as the one on the reverse of this sheet. The carrying out of details was usually left to the inking process. In this case the artist was obviously interested in the scene before him, and very likely he intended to finish it in more permanent form. Possibly he laid it aside and inadvertently started a new drawing on the other side of the paper. To draw the canal he sat in a window two stories up, and, with a straight edge, set down every ornamented window, cornice, and molding on the houses
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The in Austria, Spain, and Poland he advised Napoleon in his confiscation of works of art and as director of museums installed the stolen treasures in the Louvre.After Napoleon's fall Denon supervised their return or exchange, and then retired to private life to write a history of art and to enjoy his great collection.
